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Expanko Expands CaraGreen’s Territory, Welcoming New Florida Agent
February 26, 2019— Expanko Resilient Flooring, a brand of Stonhard, is pleased to welcome Kristine
Hart of CaraGreen Healthy Building Materials as a new agent to its expanding network. Dozens of
agents throughout the U.S. support Expanko’s distinct cork and rubber lines of flooring. CaraGreen
recently began offering Expanko products in the North and South Carolina markets. With the addition
Kristine Hart to the Expanko network, the resilient flooring products will now be available in Florida
through CaraGreen.
“Kristine brings with her extensive experience calling on the A & D market and truly understands green
building materials. She will be an asset to Expanko as she offers product recommendations and helps
her customers select cork and rubber flooring for their projects,” says Sally Reis, General Manager of
Expanko.
With a background in interior design, Kristine says she is able to anticipate many of the issues her
clients may experience during a project. “Florida is an exciting territory where Expanko’s cork and rubber
products are going to be an excellent resource for commercial projects from fitness centers to
prestigious locations, and Expanko is perfectly aligned with CaraGreen’s offerings since we focus on
sustainable products,” says Kristine.
CaraGreen is a provider for AIA and has several accredited U.S. Green Building Council professionals
on staff. In addition to following LEED standards, they are following the latest trends and have a WELL
professional on staff. CaraGreen is highly involved in educating the architectural and design community
by providing technical knowledge through lunch and learns and holding continuing education for-credit
courses each year. The CaraGreen Build Green Live Green podcast helps listeners find ways to
incorporate sustainable materials into their lives.
###

Expanko
For more information on Expanko’s lines of resilient cork and rubber flooring for commercial environments, visit
expanko.com or call 800.345.6202.
CaraGreen
For more information on Cara Green’s healthier alternatives to conventional building materials, visit
caragreen.com or call 919.929.3009.
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